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Abstract—Mass availability of self-driving cars is ante
portas and independent of their sophistication, unavoidable fatal accidents will occur, where the car will have to
take life and death decisions. However, there is a knowledge
gap since the impact, the ethical frameworks utilized in the
decision-making process, have on the overall acceptance
of self-driving cars, is not well-investigated. This work is
addresses the key question: In the scope of unavoidable
accidents, what is the effect of different ethical frameworks
governing self-driving car decision-making, on their acceptance? This quantitative positivist research investigates the
link of selected ethical frameworks, i.e., Utilitarianism, Deontology, Relativism, Absolutism (monism), and Pluralism,
to the acceptance of self-driving cars. It is hypothesized
that they have an impact on the acceptance of the selfdriving cars, and a model linking them to it is proposed and
assessed. All five selected ethical frameworks investigated
are found to have an effect on self-driving car acceptance,
which implies actions for several involved stakeholders as
these may be a deciding factor for the success or failure
of the self-driving car market introduction.
Index Terms—Autonomous vehicles, machine ethics, ethical dilemmas, self-driving car acceptance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made leap steps in the
last couple of years towards its practical applications
in different domains, including that of intelligent transportation, where the introduction of self-driving cars is a
game-changer [1]. Today the majority of car manufacturers work on autonomous driving while some have commercially released self-driving cars (with various degrees
of sophistication), while more than 10 million of them
are expected to be available by 2020 [2]. The promise
of self-driving cars comes with significant benefits for
the individuals and society [3]–[5]. However, delegating
driver’s responsibilities to a “robot on wheels”, has farreaching implications, especially when it comes down to
automated decision-making in critical situations.
Human errors are the main cause of vehicle crashes,
e.g., 94% in U.S. [6]. Self-driving cars bear the promise
to significantly reduce accidents by taking the human
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factor out of the equation [3], while in parallel monitor the surroundings, detect and react immediately to
potentially dangerous situations and driving behaviors.
However, that is not a guarantee as the recent Uber test
vehicle accident attests [7], where a combination of factors led to a pedestrian being killed by a self-driving car.
Independent of technological progress, some accidents
will still be unavoidable [8] and involve endangerment
of human lives, either in the self-driving car (e.g., driver,
passengers) or outside of the car, e.g., pedestrians, and
other cars. As unavoidable accidents are defined those
critical situations, where for the reaction time available
(to a human or self-driving car), no solutions can be
found, that may avoid an accident. In this work, the focus
is on unavoidable accidents that lead to fatalities, i.e.,
accidents where human lives are lost. In the unavoidable
accident context, a self-driving car must decide what
action to take; and this implies also deciding on the
potential casualties [8,9], something that is only partly
investigated today legally and ethically.
The ethical dimension of self-driving car decisionmaking in critical situations is evident. Overall ethical
dilemmas in critical situations are not a new domain,
and probably the most well-known is the “trolley problem” [10]. Apart from the general question if and how
ethics can be programmed [11] or standardized [12],
in self-driving cars what is of high interest and is
not sufficiently investigated, is the impact of ethics on
the acceptance of self-driving cars. Hence, the research
question investigated [13] can be posed as: In the scope
of unavoidable accidents, what is the effect of different
ethical frameworks governing self-driving car decisionmaking, on their acceptance?
To exemplify the ethics impact [14,15] on the acceptance of self-driving cars, one has to consider the
situation of an eminent fatal accident involving pedestrians and car passengers. En route, the self-driving
car identifies that it has a sudden brake failure and
needs to decide whether to protect its passengers from
harm, although that would result in the death of some
pedestrians or crash into a wall, which would protect
pedestrians, albeit kill some of its passengers. The
decision taken by the self-driving car has an ethical
dimension, and the question that arises is what sort of

ethics guide the car’s decision algorithms, and what are
the overall implications. For instance, one could argue
that innocent passengers ought to be spared, and hence
the car passengers should bear the risk of being fatally
injured. This most probably would be seen positively by
the majority of the people in a city, especially the nondrivers. However, the question that is raised is if anyone
would then buy such a car if s/he knows s/he is in high
danger; probably not. Subsequently, that may result in a
decrease in the sales of self-driving cars, and they will
never reach a critical mass. Hence, the envisioned benefits coupled with their existence (e.g., overall reduction
of accidents) would also not be materialized as expected.
As it can be seen, the ethics embedded in the decisionmaking of a self-driving car, especially in the case of
unavoidable accidents, would most probably impact their
acceptance by the public. Initial research indicates that
this is indeed the case [16]–[20]. Also, the nature of the
ethics, i.e., the ethical framework utilized may also play
a role, something that is not sufficiently investigated.
The problem pertaining this work is to identify if the
existence of a specific ethical framework in the decisionmaking process of a self-driving car, especially in critical
situations where life and death decisions are made, has
an impact to its acceptance [16]–[19]. As there are
several ethical frameworks available [21], that signify
specific ways moral decisions are made, the question
that arises is which of these may impact the self-driving
car acceptance. Therefore, ethics pertaining to decisionmaking processes in self-driving cars is a critical research issue with practical implications and needs to
be addressed. As it is pointed out [17]: “Figuring out
how to build ethical autonomous machines is one of the
thorniest challenges in artificial intelligence today. As we
are about to endow millions of vehicles with autonomy,
a serious consideration of algorithmic morality has never
been more urgent.”
Acceptance of self-driving cars is a major issue that
can decide over success or failure of their introduction
[1,16,22,23]. A lot of research is devoted to the qualitative aspects pertaining to the benefits or challenges
of self-driving cars and their potential impact on acceptance, but without an equal focus on quantitative empirical research. Although some empirical surveys exist
and identify acceptance as a key issue for the success
of self-driving cars [24]–[45], the ethical aspects are
hardly considered, and when they do, they are indirect
or mostly related to privacy. Recently, some research
focused explicitly on the ethics of self-driving cars and
the impact on their acceptance [17]–[19]. Such focused
surveys constitute a significant step towards addressing
the ethical aspects pertaining self-driving cars. However,

most of them discuss some example scenarios pertaining
to one ethical framework (usually utilitarian) and not
considering sufficiently other frameworks.
The pertinence of the issue is also highlighted in
governmental reports; for instance, in Germany proposals are made [5] towards issues such as property
damage vs. personal injury, utilitarian decisions (based
on personal features such as age, gender, physical or
mental constitution), liability, data management, etc. As
it can be seen, there is a need to investigate the potential
effect of ethical frameworks on the acceptance of selfdriving cars. The main contribution of this work is the
investigation of the hypothesized relationship of diverse
ethical frameworks and self-driving car acceptance, as
this has the potential to generate new insights [13]. A
model assessing the effect of ethical frameworks in selfdriving car acceptance is hypothesized and assessed via
the collected empirical data.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the
overall approach is presented in section II, while the
main ethical frameworks and their link to the investigated
area is discussed in section III Subsequently, the empirical results collected are presented in section V, while
their implications are discussed in section VI. Finally,
several additional challenges and research directions are
presented in section VII.
II. A PPROACH
There are several methods that can be used to approach the research question posed, both of qualitative
[46] and quantitative form [47]. The qualitative form may
be fit for identifying the factors, and potentially come
up with new ones that are not in the literature. However,
since the focus is set explicitly to the selected factors that
are relevant to the digital era, the identification of new
factors (ethical frameworks) is not in the context of this
work. Besides, since the aim is to measure the impact of
the selected factors identified, i.e., Utilitarianism, Deontology, Relativism, Absolutism (monism), and Pluralism
to the acceptance of self-driving cars, a common practice
is to do this via statistics on quantifiable data. Therefore,
the quantifiable research is seen as more appropriate to
follow in order to answer the posed research question.
In this work quantitative positivist research [47] is
carried out, and the empirical data is collected via
a questionnaire. The larger ethics area is covered by
experimental philosophy, and similar approaches as the
one used here for capturing and quantification exist,
e.g., the Ethics Position Questionnaire (EPQ) [48]. This
choice is also justified by what other researchers have
used in similar contemporary studies [17,25]. In addition,
2
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some quantitative surveys dealing with self-driving car
acceptance are available [17]–[19], which however do
not reflect upon all ethical frameworks considered in this
work. As such, it was seen as necessary, to construct
a new survey, which addresses the needs of this work,
while in parallel considering the previous quantitative
research.
With respect to the process followed, first, the ethical
frameworks are selected and described. Ethical frameworks are posed in the unavoidable accident context and
a model that hypothesizes their link to the acceptance
of self-driving cars is proposed. Subsequently, a survey
with questions that capture the identified factors (ethical
frameworks) is constructed and empirical data is collected. The sampling frame is general, the initial scope
is university students (at Master’s level) as they pose a
good mix of technology savviness and will be able to
easily understand the context in which self-driving cars
will have to operate. This technique is seen as effective
[49], especially in small-scale research projects.
For the analysis, common statistics processes are
used e.g., descriptive statistics, factor analysis etc. [49].
Descriptive statistics of the data collected enable understanding of the nature of the dataset as well as
its quality. More advanced tests are done, i.e., KaiserMeyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy, Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity, Cronbach’s α, χ2 etc. to justify
aspects such as adequacy and internal validity. Factor
analysis is used as it examines the inter-correlations that
are evident between the items (the survey questions) and
reduces them to smaller groups known as factors (ethical
frameworks). Subsequently, Exploratory Factor Analysis
(EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), i.e.
SEM [50] are performed in order to investigate the link
between the hypotheses and the impact on self-driving
car acceptance. SEM is a special form of CFA, that
enables specification of factors and variables of causal
in nature. The results are then critically discussed and
analyzed.
There are several ways to demonstrate instrumentation
validity [51]. Through careful selection of factors and
unambiguous questions that capture all aspects of the
factors, we aimed at construct validity. Since SEM
is utilized, construct validity is also addressed as “in
short, SEM, including both least-square and covariancebased techniques, accounts for error, including measurement error, in a holistic way” [47]. For reliability,
also Cronbach’s α as an indicator of internal validity
[52] is measured. In addition, reliability is enhanced
if respondents give comments [53]; hence this kind
of feedback is integrated into the survey. The data is
collected anonymously, and hence we do not foresee any

“effect of the researcher”.
As the area of intelligent machine-automated decisionmaking is vast and complex, several delimitations are
made. This study limits itself to a subset of the ethical
frameworks pertinent to the digital era [21], i.e., utilitarianism, deontology, relativism, absolutism (monism),
and pluralism. In addition, although the potential impact
of ethical frameworks in self-driving car acceptance
at large is investigated, several fine-grained issues and
satellite questions, are not in the eminent scope of this
work, e.g., the relationship between the self-driving car’s
ethics and the driver’s is of interest, especially if these
two do not match. Even for the selected frameworks,
this study stays knowingly at a relatively high level,
in order to make a first assessment of their discrete
effect on self-driving car acceptance. Hence it does not
consider the variations within a specific framework, e.g.,
within the Utilitarian framework, fine-grained aspects
such as the viewpoints of western or Chinese philosophy,
negative utilitarianism, motive utilitarianism, preference
utilitarianism, etc. are not considered. Furthermore, this
work does not investigate fine-grained aspects of the
respondents and their impact, e.g., cultural, geographical,
financial, religious, gender, societal, etc. aspects, which
are seen as future research.
III. E THICAL F RAMEWORKS
Ethics is one of the branches of philosophy, and there
are multiple fine-grained ethical frameworks to be considered. However, in this work, it was decided to follow
the classification that focuses on the digital era at large
[21], which includes self-driving cars. The following
frameworks were selected as representative: Utilitarianism, Deontology, Relativism, Absolutism (monism), and
Pluralism.
A. Utilitarianism
Utilitarianism is a normative ethical framework that
considers as the best action, the one that maximizes a
utility function by considering the positive and negative
consequences of the choices pertaining to the decision. It
is a form of consequentialism, where the decision maker
tries to think of all possible good or bad consequences of
acts, and then by weighting them against each other, to
determine which action will generate the most positive
outcome [21]. Therefore, the introduction of a function
that calculates the pleasure vs. pain (good vs. bad),
referred to as hedonic calculus, can guide decisionmaking. Assuming for instance that one can somehow
model the consequences of actions and uncertainties, rational decision-making methods can be applied [54,55],
3
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alternatives can be calculated, and the best one can be
selected.
Utilitarianism is a cluster of related theories developed
over several decades, and therefore there are several
criticisms against it. A key question is how to weight the
possible outcomes. Using a purely quantitative approach
would result in summing positive and negative utils, but
not everything can be measured in terms of costs (pain)
or benefits (pleasure) and therefore the quantification
in a hedonic calculus, may be impossible to lead to
the establishment of a standardized scale. Apart from
the difficulty in modeling, quantification, and assessment
(number of utils), other aspects are also challenging. For
instance, how far in the future should such consequences
be considered? As uncertainty grows in the future, this
impacts the utility function and therefore has an impact
on the reliability of the decision. Furthermore, for whom
should such consequences be assessed? For the individual, his/her family, the society?
In Utilitarianism, the end justifies the means. In history, there are many examples where decisions were
taken and justified under a utilitarian framework. For
instance, during a war, the sacrifice of some people
(soldiers) is justified to protect the rest. Similarly, loss of
freedom and rights for some (slaves) is justified in utilitarianism if there is a benefit (positive utility function)
for the many (society). In modern times, compared to
humans, robots are expected to take utilitarian actions,
that sacrifice one person for the good of many, and are
more blamed when they do not [56].

Rational deontology is reflected by Immanuel Kant’s
categorical imperative “Act only on that maxim through
which you can at the same time will that it should
become a universal law” [57]. This determines what the
moral duties are and poses an absolute and unconditional
rule that must always be obeyed independent of the
consequences. As such, Kant’s categorical imperative
can be seen as “a kind of procedural way of determining
what actions are right” [21]. In deontology, the emphasis
is put on the act itself – in contrast to utilitarianism where
the emphasis is on the outcome of the action and how
right it is. In deontology, other persons are treated as an
end in itself, but never as means. Hence it is considered
that there are ethical absolutes, such as human rights,
which are treated as universal values. In literature, there
are arguments that there is a need to “program the crash
algorithms of autonomous cars based on a deontological
understanding of the system of justifications in criminal
law” [58].
Due to its absolute nature, deontology is criticized as it
always prioritizes right over good. For instance, lying is
always wrong according to Kant, even if something good
can be derived. However, such a deontological position
is not always justified, and people cannot always accept
it, especially if it involves saving lives.
C. Relativism
Ethical Relativism is a meta-ethical framework where
it is argued that “all norms, values, and approaches
are valid only relative to (i.e., within the domain of) a
given culture or group of people” [21]. Ethical relativism
emerges as there is a range of practices that although
considered morally acceptable in some societies, they
are condemned by others. Hence, in this framework,
it is proposed that a society’s practices can be judged
only by its own moral standards. This framework offers
two advantages: (i) tolerating the views and practices
of “others”, since such exist and (ii) it offers a relief
(or better said an excuse) in the sense that if everything
is relevant to a specific culture or group, then one does
not need to exhaustively search for globally valid values,
practices or frameworks. However, following ethical relativism, tolerance appears “to emerge as itself a universally valid ethical norm or value” which contradicts the
fundamental ethical relativism, that states that since all
values are relative, tolerance should also be relative and
not universally valid [21]. In addition, a logical fallacy
of affirming the consequent is in place, i.e., if there are
no universal values, then diverse values are to be found;
diverse values are found; therefore, no universal values
exist.

B. Deontology
Deontology is derived from the Greek “deon” (=duty)
and “logos” (=science). Deontology is a normative ethical framework and considers that there are rules that
have an absolute quality in them, which means that they
cannot be overridden. As such, deontologists reject that
what matters are the consequences of an action, and
focus that what matters is the kind of action to be taken.
Therefore, a deontologist would always have to “do the
right thing for the right reason, because it is the right
thing to do”, i.e., what matters is doing his/her duty.
Typical examples are evident in religions, e.g., in
religious pacifists where life is sacred, violence against
others is rejected, by being wrong. Hence a religious
pacifist would reject killing another human, no matter
the consequences, even if this results in losing one’s own
life [21]. Such behaviors are justified by the respondents
of a survey [19] in that “they never could live with the
knowledge of being (somehow) responsible for the death
of others”.
4
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Ethical relativism argues that ethics are a product
bound to a culture, time etc. which may lead to acceptance of values or practices because that is the way it was
done at the time, or within a community. This impacts
moral beliefs, as an action is right or wrong according to
that society’s norms, and therefore one has to obey these
norms, as any deviation would be considered immoral.
Ethical relativism would lead to moral paralysis as no
ethical judgment can be done against the “others”. For
instance, the apartheid in South Africa or the treatment
of the Jews in Nazi Germany cannot be condemned, as
these were the values of that society; which is unacceptable. Furthermore, it promotes isolation among cultures,
as it is argued that ethical values from the “others”
cannot be learned. As a gist, ethical relativism brings
up the issue of difference between moral aspects that
depend on culture, time, etc.

which can be interpreted, understood and applied in
diverse contexts (as indicated in ethical relativism). As
such, in ethical pluralism differences can be tolerated
(as a relativist would do), rather than condemned (as an
absolutist would do), and practices that violate a basic
value (e.g., human rights) can be condemned as immoral
(which was not possible with the ethical relativism).
Hence “ethical pluralism allows us to see how people in
diverse cultures may share important norms and values;
but at the same time, we are able to interpret and apply
these norms and values in sometime very different sorts
of practices – ones that reflect our own cultural contexts
and traditions” [21]. Ethical pluralism goes beyond the
western tradition and appears to be a widely spread
approach in approaching ethical differences, while it can
also be utilized for globally recognized issues such as
privacy and how it is protected by laws all over the world.
IV. L INKING E THICS & S ELF - DRIVING C AR
ACCEPTANCE

D. Absolutism (monism)
Ethical absolutism or ethical monism is a meta-ethical
framework that is on the antipodal point of the ethical
relativism. This framework, also referred to as “doctrine
of unity”, can be described as follows: “There are
universally valid moral rules, norms, beliefs, practices,
etc. [. . . that] define what is right and good for all at all
times and in all places – those that differ are wrong”
[21]. This position implies that an ethical absolutist
knows clearly those universally valid moral rules, norms,
beliefs, practices, and any deviation or difference is
therefore wrong or invalid.
As such, for instance, beliefs that agree with the views
of an absolutist are praised, while those that differ are
condemned. As absolute positions can be taken for or
against a matter, it may well be that two absolutists
have different views on the same aspect, each considering his/her view as right and the other as wrong. In
comparison, an ethical relativist would not condemn any
of the two (as none of them can claim universal validity),
but consider tolerance of the ethical differences, since it’s
all a matter of culture, personal preferences etc.

The key question is if the ethical frameworks have an
impact on the acceptance of self-driving cars, especially
in the context of unavoidable accidents where life and
death decisions need to be made by it. There are several
satellite issues such as if people trust the car to take the
decision, if the car can actually take a better decision
than the human driver, or if the driver ought to be given
back the control in critical situations. Subsequently, a key
unresolved issue is that if the self-driving car takes the
decision, which entity is then liable, etc. Such questions
are still not sufficiently addressed, and the ethical aspects
are complex especially considering that the self-driving
car may act as a moral proxy [59] of its users. As with
all human-related research that carries ethical and social
dilemmas, the concern is also how much responsibility
delegation can be realized or shared among humans and
machines [60,61].
There are several factors that play a key role on how
people think about self-driving cars [8,23]–[45,62,63].
The question that arises is on the ethical expectations, and the empirical quantitative research tackling
this aspect is limited [17]–[20]. For instance, recent
research [56] indicates that utilitarianism is expected
from machines, and that “simple value-of-life models
approximate human moral decisions well” [20].
Should all the self-driving cars have utilitarian ethics,
and in the case of an unavoidable accident, follow a leastharm strategy? But then for whom? For the car’s passengers, the others (e.g., pedestrians, other car’s passengers),
or for all? Would actually then people buy such cars or
would they prefer to stick to the old technology (where
the driver is in full-control)? Or is there an Aristotelian

E. Pluralism
Ethical pluralism is a meta-ethical framework that
rejects absolutism (that there is only one correct moral
truth) and relativism (that there is no correct moral truth)
as unsatisfactory and proposes that there is a plurality
of moral truths. It is sometimes referred to as “doctrine
of multiplicity”. The ethical pluralist argues that indeed
there are universal values (as indicated in absolutism)
however, instead of considering that there is only a single
set always applicable, it considers that there are many
5
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golden mean, e.g., where the humans have to take that
decision, and if so, can they actually be better or worse
at it? Or maybe deontological ethics ought to be in place
so that absolute values are imprinted and the self-driving
car has always to follow?
As an example, some scholars [64] propose that a
mandatory ethics setting should be enforced on all selfdriving cars, rather than individual ethics (even when
these have limitations), as the society is on the long
run better-off. If not all cars are built with utilitarian
ethics, can or should the driver (or other passengers of
the car) choose the ethics of the owned “moral proxy”
[59], i.e., her/his car and then decide if s/he wants it to
take non-utilitarian decisions, e.g., protect the passengers
at all cost (self-safety first) or even share the harm
caused among the passengers and third-party victims?
Would that variety of ethical alternatives enable the selfdriving cars to be better accepted in future society, e.g.,
motivate people to buy them? Would there be any sideeffects, e.g., the creation of a black market where the
technology-specialists (or those who can afford to pay
them) would have their cars rigged to deviate from any
standard profiles (e.g., turn a utilitarian car to a selfsafety-first car)? As such, investigation of key ethical
aspects is relevant within the context of self-driving cars
and could provide some indicators.
Machine-related ethical aspects are a key issue [65],
and with self-driving cars, there is a need to integrate
ethics in the decision-making algorithms of the selfdriving car [66]. However, this is challenging and especially in life and death dilemmas, e.g., killing the car
passengers vs. killing pedestrians, experimental ethics
come into play [56] and impact overall acceptance of
self-driving cars. For instance, research [56] shows that
people may accept utilitarian self-driving cars, but may
not buy them. This though, creates a paradox, as then
the number of self-driving cars on the street would
be limited and the benefits to society (e.g., accident
reduction) would not materialize. Generally, it is pointed
out that a more systemic view, that recognizes systems
and relationships, is needed to address ethical concerns
[67]. Other research [19] points out that knowing the
exact risks of the decision taken influences also the
processes as people would be more likely to sacrifice
others if their own probability of survival is very low.
In addition, as self-driving cars will crash, questions of
liability as well as what law might permit or not, arise
[23,58,62].
The situation is even more complicated in light of
technology concerns and indirect ethical aspects that
pertain to privacy, security, and trust in self-driving
cars [68]. As security and privacy aspects [69] directly

affect the operation of the car [9] or its supporting
infrastructure [70], malicious (remote) manipulation, and
misuse [71] could in some scenarios bypass the decision
processes (and ethics) of a car. That would imply, that
the final behavior of the self-driving car, might contradict
its original ethics, as now these are bypassed and under
the influence of a third-party, who can enforce its own
rules.
As it can be seen, this area is of increasing interest
to multiple stakeholders, and especially car technology
providers who need to accommodate ethical aspects in
their algorithms, manufacturers who need to understand
the impact of different factors on the acceptance of the
future self-driving cars, legislators who need to clarify
the operational context [72] of such cars, etc. At the
bottom line, how ethics and self-driving cars are treated
also “depends upon whether society comes to view these
machines as simply more capable cars or robots with
their own sense of agency and responsibility” [55].
Utilitarianism
H1
Deontology

Relativism

H2
H3

Self-driving
Car Acceptance

H4
Absolutism

H5

Pluralism

Figure 1. Hypothesized model linking selected factors to the selfdriving car acceptance

Five factors (ethical frameworks) are selected from the
literature, i.e., Utilitarianism, Deontology, Relativism,
Absolutism (monism), and Pluralism. It is hypothesized
that the five selected factors (ethical frameworks) may
have an effect the acceptance of self-driving cars, as
shown in Figure 1, and are analyzed as discussed in
section II.
V. E MPIRICAL R ESULTS & A NALYSIS
A. Data Overview
Empirical data was collected via a survey where each
factor was represented with four questions, i.e., Utilitarianism (U1–U4), Deontology (D1–D4), Relativism
(R1–R4), Absolutism (A1–A4), Pluralism (P1–P4), and
Acceptance of self-driving cars (AC1–AC4). Data were
as collected in a 5-level Likert scale [73], ranging from
strongly disagree (coded as 1) to strongly agree (coded
as 5) for each question in the survey. In total N = 126
responses were received, where 37.3% are females and
6
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62.7% males. From the age perspective, the distribution
is 58.7%, 36.5% and 4.8% for 18–29, 30–49, and 50+
years old respectively.
All of the variables are based on the Likert scale,
and therefore there is no reason to exclude variables
on skewness unless they exhibit no variance. Hence, the
focus is on the kurtosis, where a kurtosis > 1 or < −1
is potentially problematic, as it might indicate lack of
adequate variance. This holds true only for the U1 with
kurtosis 1.221. However, for practical purposes, this may
be problematic only for values > 2.2 or < −2.2 [74].
Hence, U1 is not excluded from further analysis, and all
variables are retained.

Table I
C RONBACH ’ S α FOR THE FACTORS

Utilitarianism
Deontology
Relativism
Absolutism (monism)
Pluralism
Acceptance

Survey questions
U1,U2,U3,U4
D1,D2,D3,D4
R1,R2,R3,R4
A1,A2,A3,A4
P1,P2,P3,P4
AC1,AC2,AC3,AC4

Cronbach’s α
.825
.849
.957
.848
.818
.892

In line with Kaiser’s [77] recommendation that only
eigenvalues ≥ 1 should be retained, six factors are
identified overall, that explain 66.636% of the total
variance. This finding is in-line with the number of
factors proposed in the theoretical model described in
Figure 1 and investigated in this work. There is a
clear loading on factors, and the factors demonstrate
sufficient convergent validity as their loads are above the
minimum recommended threshold of approx. 0.5 [79]
for the sample of 126 items used in this research. All
factors demonstrate sufficient discriminant validity as no
correlations are above 0.700 and there are no problematic
cross-loadings. For reliability, the Cronbach’s α [52],
which is a coefficient of internal consistency, is measured
for each factor. As it can be seen in Table I, all of them
are > .8, which indicates good internal consistency [80].

B. Exploratory Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is used for exploring data patterns,
for data reduction, confirming a hypothesis for a factor
structure, etc. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) is a
multivariate statistical method used to identify the underlying relationships between measured variables [75].
EFA does not discriminate between variables and is
considered as an independent technique that does not
specify formal hypotheses. Hence, it allows to determine
the factors that exist in the dataset and can be used as
a cautionary step in order to investigate the match or
diversion with the in theory considered factors.
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistic is a Measure of Sampling Adequacy (MSA) and tests whether
the partial correlations among variables are small. The
calculated value for the dataset is .841 and since it is
> .8, it is characterized as meritorious [76]. This is an
indication that factor analysis will be useful for these
variables. A statistically significant result of Bartlett’s
test of sphericity indicates that the matrix is not an
identity matrix and that the variables relate sufficiently
each other in order to run a meaningful EFA. Hence, the
EFA can proceed and investigate the factors that emerge
from the dataset. The Kaiser [77] rule to determine the
number of factors is utilized, as it is the most common
method used in practice [78].
The EFA was conducted using Maximum Likelihood
with Promax rotation in order to assess if the observed
variables were adequately correlated and met the criteria
of reliability and validity. Maximum Likelihood estimation was chosen in order to determine the unique variance among items and the correlation between factors.
In addition, since CFA, and more specifically Structural
Equation Modeling (SEM), that will follow after EFA,
uses Maximum Likelihood, it was also selected for EFA
in order to be consistent. Promax was chosen because it
can account for the correlated factors.

C. Structural Equation Modeling
As a subsequent step to the Factor Analysis approach
followed, CFA, and more specifically SEM, is applied.
The SEM model is shown in Figure 2, and is assessed
below with the statistics calculated with the IBM AMOS
tool that is used to run SEM.
There are several fitness measures to assess a model
[81]. The χ2 (CMIN) divided by the degrees of freedom (DF), leads to the computation of the relative χ2
(CMIN/DF), which is 1.039. In literature, the relative χ2
is used as a measure of fitness. It is noted that: “ [82]
suggest that the researcher also computes a relative chisquare . . . They suggest a ratio of approximately five or
less “as beginning to be reasonable”. In our experience,
however, χ2 to degrees of freedom ratios in the range of
2 to 1 or 3 to 1 are indicative of an acceptable fit between
the hypothetical model and the sample data” [83]. The
calculated χ2 = 1.039 is seen as adequate since also it
is pointed out that “. . . it seems clear that a ratio > 2.00
represents an inadequate fit” [84].
The Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), and the GFI adjusted for degrees of freedom (AGFI) [85,86] are two
others measures of fitness. Both GFI and AGFI should
be ≤ 1, where a value of 1 indicates a perfect fit. Both
7
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(or < −1.96) indicates two-sided significance at the customary 5% level [91]. Table II shows the path coefficient
weight and CR value for all hypotheses. As it can be
seen, all of them have a CR > 1.96 and therefore all of
the hypotheses H1–H5, are supported by the empirical
data. Although all hypotheses are in tandem with theory
and supported by the empirical data, one has to keep in
mind that this does not imply proof [47].
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Figure 2. Structural Model in SEM

VI. D ISCUSSION
Modern self-driving car manufacturers do not yet
sufficiently address key issues pertaining ethical aspects
in automated decision-making processes of the selfdriving cars, although some initial efforts in the research
community emerge [17]–[19]. This work makes the link
between ethical frameworks and self-driving car acceptance explicit, while also measuring their correlation with
statistical methods (SEM). All five posed hypotheses
(H1–H5), i.e. that the selected ethical frameworks have
an impact on the acceptance of the self-driving cars, are
supported by the empirical data collected, as discussed
in section V and summarized in Table II. Independent of
this affirmation, looking at the discrete answers collected
by the survey, additional qualitative insights may be
obtained. Some of these are shortly discussed below.

measures are affected by sample size and therefore the
current consensus seems to tend towards not using them
[87]. For this model, GF I = .857 and AGF I = .826 are
measured, which are seen as moderate. This might be an
effect of the sample size N = 126, and as proposed [87]
they are not further discussed. Comparative Fit Index
(CFI) is another measure [88], and values near to 1
indicate a very good fit. For this model CF I = .994
which indicates an excellent fit.
The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) measures the discrepancy between the fitted model
and the covariance matrix in the population. It is noted
that “Practical experience has made us feel that a value
of the RMSEA of about .05 or less would indicate
a close fit of the model in relation to the degrees of
freedom” [89]. Values of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.08 to indicate
excellent, good, and mediocre fit, respectively [90]. The
measured RM SEA = 0.018 indicates an excellent fit of
the model.
The output of the IBM AMOS tool shown in Figure 2, depicts several aspects relevant to the model
and represents the result of the hypothesis testing. In
the model, all factors are shown with values on the
arrows representing the path coefficients (standardized
estimates) which show the weight of the links in the
path analysis. As it can be seen, all five factors positively
contribute to the Acceptance (of self-driving cars).
The Critical Ratio (CR) is the division of the regression weight estimate, by the estimate of its standard
error, and tests for loading significance. A CR > 1.96

U4: The car should should
take a decision that
19%
maximizes happiness and
minimizes pain for the owner

24%

57%

U3: The car should decide by
prioritizing the greater good 16%
of society

27%

57%

U2: The car should minimize
negative impacts first to its
28%
passengers and then, if
possible, to others

24%

48%

16%

76%

U1: The car should always
decide to minimize life loss
for all involved parties

8%
100
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0
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Figure 3. Overview of Utilitarianism responses

A closer look at Utilitarianism results shown in Figure 3 reveals that most people consider that an assessment of some kind ought to be done by the selfdriving car and be integrated into its decision algo8
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rithms. Hence aspects such as the greater good of the
society, minimization of life loss and negative impacts,
etc., ought to be considered by car manufacturers and
technology developers. Especially minimization of lifeloss is strongly supported in the survey, and it is in-line
with the general expectation that self-driving cars will
minimize accidents and save human lives, potentially
better than human drivers do. Recent research shows
that “in the confined scope of unavoidable collisions
in road traffic, simple value-of-life models approximate
human moral decisions well” [20]. If such direction is
taken, considerable thought needs to flow towards how
such calculations are done, and avoid potential misuse
of it, that may be biased. However, ethical commissions,
e.g., in Germany [5], have already spoken against such
utilitarian decisions based on personal features such as
age, gender, physical or mental constitution.
D4: The car should decide
with "good intentions"
20%
independent of what the final
outcome of the accident is

22%

58%

9%

22%

69%

D2: The car should not kill
12%
the innocent pedestrians

14%

74%

D1: The car should do the
right thing independent of 15%
the consequences

22%

63%

D3: The car should treat all
humans as equal when deciding

100

50
Strong Disagreement

0
Percentage
Disagreement

Neutral

50
Agreement

A4: Life is sacred.
Therefore, it is wrong for
the car to decide to kill one 46%
person willingly, even if
this saves the rest
A3: The car would take again
the same decision under
27%
similar circumstances,
anywhere, anytime

25%

29%

19%

54%

A2: The car should take a
decision with prescribed
17%
morals, independent if the
owner agrees or not with it

25%

57%

A1: There are global moral
rules and all cars should 13%
abide to

18%

69%

100

50
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0
Percentage
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50
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100
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Figure 5. Overview of Absolutism (monism) responses

in Figure 5 there is a strong positioning that the car
should have such ethics, and take life and death decisions
independently if its owner agrees to it or not. This
has several implications, as it would mean that selfdriving cars would behave differently than their owners
might wish, and raises concerns if cars that do so would
actually be bought by people who disagree with their
car’s decisions in critical situations.

100
Strong Agreement

Figure 4. Overview of Deontology responses

R4: The car should take a
decision that is considered
26%
as moral by its owner (and
not necessarily by others)

28%

46%

R3: Whatever the car decides,
should be tolerated and can
29%
not be praised or condemned
outside the specific society

21%

51%

R2: There are no universal
right or wrong, hence the car
should take a decision that 26%
is moral in the specific
society

22%

52%

R1: How the car decides, will
depend on the ethics
22%
pertaining the culture of the
specific society

23%

55%

100

Deontology implies that there is an expectation that
the self-driving cars carry out their duties with good
intentions independent of consequences. As seen in
Figure 4, the prevalent view is that cars should treat all
people on an equal basis (hence not assigning values to
individual people as utilitarianism suggests), as well as
trying to protect the innocent pedestrians. This is a strong
indication that universal values, especially pertaining
human rights [58], ought to be reflected in the car’s
decision algorithms, and not be subject to selection or
adjustment by other stakeholders e.g. the car industry
or political forces in each country. However, here also
care needs to be taken as deontological positioning is
not always understood nor justified.
Absolutism (monism) propagates the existence of
global moral values, norms, beliefs, and practices that
are praised by the those who agree while they are
condemned by those who disagree. Such views propagate
group beliefs and may create tensions in society, as
shown in the wide-spread of replies in question A4 in
Figure 5, whether life is sacred and knowingly killing
people by a machine would be acceptable. As shown

50
Strong Disagreement

0
Percentage
Disagreement

Neutral

50
Agreement

100
Strong Agreement

Figure 6. Overview of Relativism responses

Relativism affirms tolerance and is bound to culture,
time, society, which may ease the acceptance of decisions taken by self-driving cars in critical situations. As
shown in Figure 6, people consider that the self-driving
car ought to take into account such ethics in its decisions.
Such considerations may reflect the diversity of cultures
and philosophies found in the world, but may also create
“deadlocks” where specific decisions of the self-driving
car, cannot be praised or condemned. If cars reflect the
society’s heterogeneity, and all occupy the same streets, a
question that arises is how such behaviors will be treated,
e.g., with respect to liabilities in civil law or justifying
car’s decisions under criminal law.
Pluralism, propagating the plurality of moral truths,
provides a balance among the highly heterogeneous
world, tolerance and basic human values such as human
rights. Hence, ethical differences may be approached at a
global scale. This is also reflected in the views captured
9
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P4: The car behavior stems
from multiple moral values
16%
whose individual importance
can be fine-tuned

25%

60%

P3: The car should always
respects human rights, and
17%
then do what ever is best for
the society

14%

69%

P2: The car should obey the
law, and then consider the 13%
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18%
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21%
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culture to culture

19%
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for all frameworks means that there is no clear suggestion, at least from this research, that there should be a
preference for a specific framework in the self-driving
cars, and no one-size-fits-all solution can be proposed.
On the contrary, since all of them seem to have an
impact, different parts of the society and people may
have different needs and preferences. One thing is clear;
that the ethical frameworks considered in this research
need to be investigated in-depth, not only qualitatively,
but also with mass-scale quantitative surveys as part of
the overall research priorities set for AI [92].
Knowledge derived from this research can benefit
several stakeholders involved directly and indirectly in
the scope of self-driving cars, but also potentially in
autonomous and intelligent systems at large [14]. Especially car manufacturers and software engineers developing the car’s algorithmic behavior when this pertains
to decision-making in critical situations will benefit as
they can have some insights on the impact of the ethics
supported by the car and their subsequent influence on
the car acceptance. The latter will reflect the business
success of a specific self-driving car, its market adoption
areas, as well as the features/customizations it has to
offer with respect to ethics. Policymakers can also benefit
[93], as they can consider the outcomes in planned regulations in the area. Individual citizens, both prospective
self-driving car buyers as well as the rest, can benefit
from the knowledge of the car’s behavior, societal needs,
and the impact on their community. Finally, the critical
discussions on the result may also assist researchers in
the multi-disciplinary area of technology, ethics, and law
to get new insights and investigate in detail, especially
empirically, several of the aspects that are discussed
points in this work.

100
Strong Agreement

Figure 7. Overview of Pluralism responses

in Figure 7, where a mix of aspects is shown, e.g., the
owner’s or society’s moral views should be considered,
while law and global ethical values are ought also to be
respected. Therefore, the pluralism framework is seen
as a good candidate for decision-making in self-driving
cars. However, due to the multiple perspectives that need
to be incorporated, it is also a highly complex one, and
hence not easy to realize it, especially in contemporary
society where “simple” formulas for decisions and “rule
of thumb” are sought by ready-made algorithms without
really looking at all aspects properly and in a solid
manner.
Finally, the survey also measured some aspects of the
self-driving car acceptance as shown in Figure 8, from
which it is evident that there is a need for ethics to
be embedded in self-driving cars. People seem to trust
self-driving cars, and therefore they would opt to buy
them once they are available, and may prefer them over
the normal (non-self-driving) ones. Overall there is a
very strong view, that the society needs self-driving cars,
as their benefits for a safer and more inclusive society
cannot be overseen.
AC4: Ethics should be
integrated in self-driving 17%
cars

28%

56%

AC3: I fully trust
self-driving car decisions 21%
and therefore I would buy one

25%

54%

AC2: I would buy a
self-driving car over a 14%
normal car

17%

68%

AC1: We need as a society the
benefits self-driving cars 12%
offer

24%

64%

100

50
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0
Percentage
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50
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VII. F UTURE D IRECTIONS
The area of AI that deals with device to device
(D2D) communication gains importance as it is strongly
coupled with the way the car perceives its environment
via its sensors, how it takes decisions based on the
internal logic, and how it can communicate its behavior
or other info to other parties (e.g. when interacting with
infrastructure services or other cars). It is high time
to investigate in detail the ethical angle of issues that
pertain to the acceptance of self-driving cars, especially
from the diverse viewpoints of the multiple stakeholders
involved in their lifecycle. As such, an intersectional
analysis pertaining law, society, economy, culture, etc.
may be the proper way to move forward and tackle issues
raised in this work. This by itself is a highly complex
and challenging issue, as the expertise required is both
in-depth for these domains as well as overall, which

100
Strong Agreement

Figure 8. Overview of self-driving car Acceptance responses

The quest to find the role of the ethical frameworks in
self-driving car acceptance indicates that our hypotheses
were in line with the empirical data and that there is a
measurable effect. However, the overall strong support
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underlines the need to bring all stakeholders on the table,
on the same page and with the willingness to effectively
address the tough issues raised.
To exemplify the challenges beyond what has already
been discussed in the previous sections, we put some
thought-provoking aspects forward, that denote future
research directions. For instance, if the self-driving cars
roam the roads and autonomously take decisions, would
people adjust their behavior? One might assume that they
feel safer, and as such, they might not be as careful in
their behaviors. For instance, pedestrians may not look
out for cars when crossing the street, as they always
assume that the car will be taking all necessary measures
to protect them. Similarly, the drivers of the cars may
not feel ethically responsible for any damages inflicted,
as someone else (i.e. the car) takes the decision. Such
reliance on automation may be problematic, especially
during the transitional phases of the society.
Another challenging issue relates to the ethical conflicts. For instance, assuming that the ethics on the car
conflict with the beliefs and ethics of the buyer (or
user), would then s/he actually buy or use the car? One
way is to set the same ethical framework for all cars,
and therefore the customer would have to either accept
the fact that this is the case when buying the car (or
when using one, e.g., in self-driving taxis). Deviations
though to the ethical frameworks supported might lead
to segregation of the cars and their behaviors as well as to
the people that use them. Regulation is the key here, but
even then, there are problematic areas for cross-country
differences, as we have already discussed that differences
in ethical frameworks might lead to different behaviors
reflecting different country laws, culture, etc.
Bias is an area which also needs to be considered
as a grand challenge to be addressed. In current selfdriving car learning algorithms, there is an implied
reward function, that is utilized by the car in order
to learn from existing big data. Bias may be hidden
in the data, and this may become evident in specific
operational situations as an end-effect, which was not
possible to identify it at an earlier stage, e.g., design
time. Such bias is potentially also linked to ethical
frameworks, and as such approaches that investigate it
and make it evident from the available data as early as
possible are considered critical towards moving ahead.
As such, processes and tools need to be developed to
detect and rectify such behaviors. Bias, as well as utilitarian approaches, may open the backdoor for misuse.
For instance, biased (e.g., racist) behaviors (willing or
unwilling) due to errors or manipulation in the decisionmaking process of the car may emerge. And still, at
least for the utilitarian approaches, there is the issue of

calculating the utility function as discussed, which for
instance may assess the “value” of a pedestrian with nonacceptable criteria e.g., based on ethnicity, age, religion,
cultural background, criminal record, ties to the local
community, etc. Approaching the issue is challenging,
and it is a socio-technical one; hence technology alone
can not provide sufficient solutions.
Inherently the trust placed on the discrete processes
that are executed, ranging from the information acquired
by the car in order to assess a critical situation (e.g.
by its sensors or other cars), the flawless execution of
the assessment logic, and the guaranteed action once a
decision is taken (e.g. brake), raise their own ethical
concerns. For instance, another challenge is connected
to the potential expectation that all the cars should have
the same behavior for the same ethical framework. This
implies that the algorithms that implement the specific
framework should have the same end-effect for all selfdriving cars in similar situations. However, with the
different implementations per manufacturer, as well as
with the high-variance on the actual capabilities of the
car this is expected to be also a challenging issue.
For instance, more high-end cars may feature highperformance hardware and software, that may be able
to analyze more alternatives and better react to any
critical situation than a low-end car. In addition, there
is still the question of how long should the car analyze
all possible alternatives, and how far into the future,
consequences ought to be considered, before taking a
decision. Basically, that leads to a new discussion that
has practical implications as, e.g., how many solutions
in the set problem space need to be evaluated before the
car acts on a decision.
A key issue is also linked to trust in the whole
lifecycle of D2D processes e.g. information acquisition,
interaction with other cars, etc. and its potential misuse
including bias. While the cars will rely on their sensors, algorithms and ethical frameworks, to take their
decisions, malfunctioning or malicious manipulation of
any part of this process may lead to decisions that are
not compliant with the ethical framework of the car.
As an example, some early efforts in self-driving cars
would falsely classify both a plastic bag and a rock as
similarly dangerous and drive around them, something
that no human would do, and which may lead to a
critical situation, e.g., causing an accident, rather than
just driving over the plastic bag. Fooling the sensor with
false data or the image recognition with purposefully
prepared images (e.g., adversarial attacks), is a whole
new area of attacks that can be performed. As also
the city and road infrastructure becomes more complex,
the cars will have to rely also on infrastructure (even
11
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Internet-based) services (to acquire location-specific information), and potentially to the interaction with other
cars. The trust imposed to these services as well as
their impact in the decision making processes of the
car is another key challenge to address. Furthermore,
privacy is another satellite issue here, as to the extent of
the information richness that gets exchanged, monitored
and processed in D2D scenarios, in order to realize the
advanced functionalities envisioned in the self-driving
cars. All of these increase the target space and bring
even more forward the safety, security, trust, privacy and
dependability challenges that need to be addressed.
The issue of liability poses another key challenge. As
already discussed there is no clarity on who would be
responsible for the actions taken in a critical situation,
e.g., if the manufacturer or the programmers would be
responsible for lives lost due to coding errors, bugs,
or biased data used for training the AI in the car. In
addition, if each car owner can select the ethical mode
of its car, would it actually be fair to put the liability
issue on the owner even if s/he has no idea on the
actual algorithm that led to the specific decision? To
further perplex the issue, there have been discussions
about recognizing AI at large (and by extension probably
the future self-driving cars) as a legal entity, which brings
new challenges for the multitude of aspects pertaining
civil and criminal law.
Another promising but challenging investigation direction is the relevance of the population of the self-driving
cars with respect to their coordinated capabilities, e.g.,
as a swarm. Up to now, most research has considered
these cars as singletons that act alone in an environment
where potentially legacy (non-intelligent) cars are the
majority. As such their actions are limited to what they
can do by themselves (solely relying on their sensors and
logic). However, with an increase in their population, cooperative scenarios gain importance. In contrast to their
human users who are unable to cooperate in the context
of unavoidable accidents due to time or stress constraints,
the self-driving cars could interact with each other (and
infrastructure services) and cooperate towards, e.g., preventive measures that would minimize the possibility that
an accident happens in the first place. This cooperation
opens the capabilities for new actions to be undertaken
and enhance the driving safety. However, such scenarios
are hardly investigated from the technological, but more
importantly from their ethical and regulatory angles. And
there are also additional challenges, e.g. if two cars with
different ethical frameworks need to cooperate, would
they have to negotiate on the outcome and reach a consensus? In that case, would that final collective decision
be in conflict with the ethical framework of some of the

participating cars in the negotiation? Such questions have
multiple dimensions and need to be investigated in order
to assess their applicability and implications.
Finally, the side-effects to society at large need to be
also investigated, and this is not straightforward. While
the fears and effects of roboticization have been argued
over decades, a rapid large scale uptake of a disruptive
technology such as the self-driving cars may have unexpected impacts in a plethora of everyday aspects. For
instance, it is beneficial to society that the number of
accidents will be reduced. However, such a reduction
will also lead to a shortage of organs available for transplant. As such, it becomes evident that efforts towards
engineering artificial organs ought to be strengthened in
the near future in order to address this issue. Hence,
the near-future research priorities might be affected, and
these have also their ethical dimensions.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In the near future, millions of self-driving cars are
expected to roam the streets and take instant decisions
in critical situations that involve life and death of humans. Such machine-driven decision-making process has
an ethical dimension, which although not new, is not
sufficiently investigated with respect to its impact on
the self-driving car acceptance. This work addressed
the specific white spot, i.e., if and what impact do the
different ethical frameworks have in the self-driving car
acceptance.
Five ethical frameworks (Utilitarianism, Deontology,
Relativism, Absolutism, and Pluralism) are identified in
the literature and are adopted as factors that it was
hypothesized could impact self-driving car acceptance.
A model investigating their impact was proposed, and a
survey was carried out to gather empirical data to test
the hypotheses. The results revealed that all five factors
have a statistically significant effect on self-driving car
acceptance (in the empirical data collected). As such the
respective posed hypotheses are supported.
The implications of the findings and the critical discussions in this work, make it evident that more emphasis
should be put towards research in this domain, as the
success or failure of the market introduction of selfdriving cars could be affected by the ethical frameworks
they employ in order to derive their decisions. Hence, all
stakeholders, e.g., the technology providers, the legislators, the consumer associations, and the manufacturers,
ought to consider the discussed insights as food for
thought, in order to further investigate in detail the role of
ethics in self-driving car critical decision-making, prior
to their eminent public introduction. It has also become
12
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evident from the discussions and challenges presented,
that the issue addressed in this work is part of a huge
area with many dimensions, and as such it is complex
by itself with many inter-twined aspects that need to be
carefully addressed in an interdisciplinary manner.
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